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I. INTRODUCTION

The subject matter of the present study is educated unemployment, a
commonly observed phenomenon, especially in some of the more populous LDCs
like India. Such an inquiry is warranted for two different reasons. First of all,
it is a common observation that educated unemployment does not deter the demand
for education; see, for example, Blaug et al. [3]. The question that needs to be
answered is why do people go in for education in spite of this widespread unemploy-
ment? Secondly, it is an important policy question for governments of such LDCs
as to whether education should be subsidized or not. Whereas the long-term gains
in productivity accruing from a more educated labour force are undeniable, there is
now also a growing realization that educational subsidies, by affecting educational
costs, have a part to play in increased educated unemployment. In addition, such
subsidies, being financed by taxes, reduc,e disposable income and hence further
reduce an already inadequate supply of domestic savings for physical capital
formation.

It is clear that an analysis of these issues must begin in terms of a general
equilibrium model which is explicitly dynamic in nature and in which individuals'
decision to educate their children takes the number of educated unemployed into
account. We present such a model here. It incorporates into a recent contribution
of Findlay and 'Rodriguez (FR) [5] an insight which can be traced to the rate-of-
return calculations presented in Blaug et al. [3]. Our model may well have applica-
bility to other problems as well.

Wework with an economy in which there are two sectors, three inputs and two
assets. The three 'inputs are educated labour, uneducated labour and capital. The
two assets are physical and human capital. Since the educated are more productive,
the firms are willingto pay them a higher wage than the uneducated. Weassume that
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the wage of the educated is institutionally fixed and hence impedes clearing of that
market. The unemployment resulting from rigid wages1governs the expected return
from education. This is the idea used by [3] in their empirical calculations of the
rate of return from education and is now well known in the context of intersectoral
migration as the Harris-Todaro hypothesis.2 It is thus that the unemployment nlte
enters into intertemporal decision-making and affects the long-run composition of
the labour force.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II we briefly describe the FR
model and then introduce unemployment. An analysis of the temporary equilib-
rium of the model is done in Section III and the static or short-run implications of
educational subsidies are derived. Section IV deals with the dynamics of the model.
The long-run implications of changes in educational subsidies and in the savings
propel1sity are analysed here. Section V concludes the paper with a summary of
results.

where X is the number of additional educated produced with capital and educated
labour. Constant return to scale is assumed in the production of "schooling." We
also assume X(.) to be twice continuously differentiable and strictly concave. Kx
and E stand for capital and educated labour employed in this sector.x

At any point in time the economy starts out with a given capital stock K and
a given population N, where the division of N between educated E and uneducated U
is alsogiven. Thus, we have

K+K =K
q x (2.4)

E+U=N (2.5)

E +E =E(1-X)q x (2.6)

II. THEMODEL

Let the economy produce a "Solow-good,,3 Q which can be both consumed
and accumulated in the form of physical capital and which uses as inputs capital
and both kinds of labour, educated and uneducated. Inputs and output are related
by a production function

where Xis the ratio of educated unemployed to total educated population.
The allocations of E, and K" i =q, x are determined by marginal productivity

pricing, i.e.

Q = Q (K , E, U)q q (2.1 )

(2.7)

(2.8)

which is homogeneous of degree one, twice continuously differentiable and strictly
concave. K and E stand for capital and educated labour used in the Q-sector andq q
U is the number of the uneducated in the economy.

Let the population of the economy as a whole grow at an exogenously given
rate n, i.e.

where r is the return from capital and we is the wage of the educated. p represents
the price of schooling and, following FR, we have assumedthe price of good Q to be
the numeraire equal to unity. Wehave full employment of the uneducated and they
are also paid their marginal product, i.e.

N(t) = N(O) en t,:>.
(2.2)

oQ
-;-- = wuU u (2.9)

So nN(t) stands for the increase in population, of which a part gets educated and a
part remains uneducated. The process of transforming the additional population
into educated labour is captured in the production function

where Wu is the wage of the uneducated. The wage rate of the educated is assumed
to be given,Le.

x = X(K , E )x x (2.3)
W = W

e e (2.10)

1Bhagwati and Srinivasan [2] have also assumed sticky wages of the educated. But instead
of persisting educated unemployment make the unemployed further down the "Job Ladder", A
more substantive difference from our work \S that they do not allow for capital accumulation.

2See Harris and Todaro [6].
3See Solow [9].

In FR, the decision of workers to educate their children is given byW -w

r == e u . It is this equilibrium condition that governs allocation of savings. Itp

j>N"'"

oQ ax=
p oK

= r
oK

q x

oQ = ax
p of

= w
oE e

q x
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states that under static expectations, in equilibrium, the rates of return from invest.
ing in capital or going through schooling4 must be the same. In the presence of un.
employment, we modify this equilibrium condition to

- 1
w . --w

e 1+ '\, Ur = 1\

P

Rewriting (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain

K K
-!Lq+ ~x=k

Q X
(3.3)

(2.11) E E
-Lq + -2-x = e (I-A)
Q X

(3.4)

where A' = A/I-A, Aas defmed above and with (I-A) the probability of getting a job
by the educated. Since dA'ldA > 0, we can work throughout with A' instead of Ain
(2.11).

Equation (2.11) represents three things. First, it captures the fact that in the
presence of unemployment, individuals will invest in education on the basis of
differences in expected incomes rather than those in actual incomes. Secondly, it
takes into account costs of education. Thirdly, the presence of the rate of return on
investment shows alternative against which investment in education is being
evaluated. Indeed, a justification for using equation (2.11) can be found in Chapters
8 and 9 in Blaug [3].

.JL q=l-e
Q

where q = .E- , x =..!..., k = £ and e = ...E.... Once wand r are determined, the
N N N N U

input-output ratios are also uniquely determined. The three equations, (3.3), (3.4)
and (3.5), can then be solved for q, x and A. Total differentiation of(3.3) and (3.5)
yields

(3.5)

HI. ANALYSISOF THE TEMPORARYEQUILIBRIUM

Werelegate the study of the dynamics of human and physical capital formation
to the next section and focus here on the analysisof a temporary equilibrium of our
model, i.e. with the stock of capital and labour exogenously given. This involves
finding factor rewards, allocation of capital and labour resources, and rate of un.
employment, the costs of schooling and allocation of savingsbetween the two assets.

Given constant returns to scale, we can write down the cost functions in each
sector as

K K
!L- ~
Q X

dq
a2c ar a2c aw a2c ar

dk -dp [q( 9- . -+ 9-. !!..-)+x(~ . -)]
ar2 ap arawu ap ar2 ap

= (3.6)

U

Q
0 dx

a2c aw a2c
-de-dp [q( q u + 9.

aw2ap aw aru u

.~)]
ap

1 = C (w, w , r)q e U (3.1 )

The first point to be noted is that assumptions on factor substitutability, as opposed
to those on factor intensities, are sufficient to determine the Rybczynski effects.
Henceforth we shall assume that capital is a substitute for both kinds of labour, but
educated and uneducated labour are complements. We derive rather unusual
Rybczynski effects. An increase in capital-labourratio keeps output of the Q-sector
unchanged. Again, givenp, we can see from (3.5) that an increase in e will reduce q
since there is always full employment of uneducated labour. These imply that an
increase in either capital per head or in the proportion of educated in total popula-
tion will increase the number of newly educated. The price effects are normal in

this model, i.e. A9 < 0 and dx > O.
dp dp

Wecan now determine Aby totally differentiating (3.4) to obtain

I [

a2c aw a2c ar

] [

a2c ar

] l

EE
q q u+ q +x x dp +---Ldq +---Ldx =(I-X) de-edX

aWeawu ap aWear ap aWf ar ap Q X
(3.7)

p = Cx(We' r) (3.2)

Since we is fIXed, we have two equations in three unknowns. On determining wu and r

in terms of p it is easy to see that ~ > 0 and owu < O.op op

4The "rate of return" argument for getting educated is present in Becker [1], and, for
example, in Razin [7] and his references. This in literature is partial equilibrium in the sense
that it does not consider production of education as an activity that usesscarce resources. How-
ever, its explanation for getting educated is more detailed than ours.
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Wehavealreadyseenthat an increasein capital per headincreasesx andkeepsq
unchanged. Under incompletespecialization,this impliesthat employmentof the

educatedwill rise. Equation (3.7) yields ~~ < 0, i.e.an increasein the capital-
labour ratio decreases educated unemployment. An increase in e, however, increases
x but reduces q. So on the one hand, some of the educated employed are released
from work and, on the other, there is an increased demand for them. Here we make

an assumption about factor intensities to determine the movement in the unemploy-
ment rate. We assume that the Solow-good sector is more education-intensive than

E E

the education-producing sector, i.e. Kq > KX . Equation (3.7) then yields
q x

:; > 0, i.e. an increase in the proportion of the educated in the total population

increaseseducated unemployment.

From the point of view of the analysis to follow, it is important that cIA
dp

cannot be unambiguously signed. On the one hand, an increase in p reduces q but
increases x. Since the q-producing sector is more education-intensive than the x-
producing sector, there is a tendency for an increase in the number of the educated
unemployed. But againan increasein p, causingr to rise,makeslabour relatively
cheap and leads to substitution in favour of labour. This raises the use of educated
labour per unit of output and tends to reduce the number of the educated un-
employed. Equation (3.7) shows the above-mentioned set of factors whose relative

strengths will determine the sign of f;.

Our analysis thus far has assumed the costs of schooling to be givenalong with
the initial endowments of capital and labour. We now use (2.11) to determine p.
We have already noted that (2.11) specifies a rule for allocation of savings. This is
an equation which also reflects demand for education. To understand this, the
following causality is suggested(although all the variablesare solvedsimultaneously).
Fromthe productionside,anygivenvalueof p determinesfactorprices,allocationof
resources and the rate of unemployment. Since certain demand conditions gaverise
to that initial p, the unemployment rate is a result of both rigid wages and demand
considerations. From the point of viewof demandfor education,once factor re-
wards and the unemployment rate are given, allocation of savings determines the
demand price for education. In equilibrium the initial price we started with and the
end price we derive must be the same. The causality enables us (a) to interpret
R.H.S. of (2.11) as demand and (b) to understand that the unemployment rate does
not playa role in static allocation of resources but figures prominently in intertem-
poral decision-making.

We now move on to a study of the output and employment effects of
educational subsidies in this temporary equilibrium setting. In the presence of such
subsidies, (2.11) gets modified to

w' I
r= e 1+;\.' -wu

p(1-r)
(3.8)

where r is the subsidy rate. Sincer, wu and;\, are all functions of p,

AL
dr

= rp-
:> ow - -1"\'

p(1-r) ~ + r(1-r) + --E + w" UI\

op op (1+;\,'idp

As the R.H.S.of (2.11) can be givena demandinterpretation,the L.H.S.can
be given a supply interpretation. In equilibrium we determine a p* that equates the
demand for savingsfor education to the supply of savingsfor that purpose. For the
analysisto followit is importantthat the temporaryequilibriumbe stable. Wehave
observed that the model set out so far could be decomposed into different sub-
systems and solved in terms of p. So if we can show that any movement away from
p* brings us back to p*, then we can conclude that the temporary equilibrium is
stable. For stability we assume the following adjustment process

[

w

]

~w

; = H I+;\" u r , H'>O,H(O)=O
p (I-r)

(3.9)

(3.10)

Equation (3.10) states that if the expected gain from investing in education is greater
than the rate of return from holding capital goods, then an increased demand for
education will drive up the costs of schooling. Wehave already seen that the R.H.S.
of the differential equation is a function of p. Linearizingit around p *yields

H' or W- [p(1-r)- +r (1-r)+~
p(1-r) op (1+;\.')2

d;\.' oW
-+--E]

dp op
(3.11)

For stability of the temporary equilibrium, the expression in (3.11) has to be nega-

tive. This, in turn, implies.!!:P.- > O. Note that this result is no way contingent on
dr

a definitive sign of cIA' . Hence our conjecture about educational subsidies in-
dp

creasing educated unemploymeqt in the short run is valid only under certain condi-
tions.
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We conclude this section with an observation. Since the unemployment rate
is a function of initial endowments of capital and educated labour, so isp. This is
an important distinction from the FR model, since it results in physical and human
capital formation affecting the costs of schooling. The significance of this for the
growth path of our economy will become clear in the next section. Here we simply
note that the direction of changes in p with changes in k and e are given by the
following formulae

~=
dk

~ dX
(1+X)2 dk

ar awp (1-r) -+ r (1-r) +---1!
ap ap

(3.12)>0
we dX'+--

(1+X)2 dp

~=-
de

We dA
(1+X)2 d;

p (l-r).lL +r(1-r)+ awu+~ dX'
ap ap (1+X)2 dp

<0 (3.13)

IV. ACCUMULATIONOF PHYSICALAND HUMANCAPITAL

Here we show first that once schooling costs change with growth in the
economy, the stability of the steady-state can no longer be guaranteed. Then we
derive the effects of educational subsidies and changes in the savingpropensity on
the steady-state values of k and e.

In temporary equilibrium, the allocation of resources determines the number
of newly born who are to be educated and, hence, determines the volume of savings
that have to be allocated for that purpose. Moreover, we assume that educational
subsidies are financed by a general income tax. So the amount of savings that
finances investment in capital goods is given by s[Q + pX - rpX] - px. In equilib-
rium

dK = K= s [Q +pX - rpX] - px.dt

SinceX representsadditionto the educatedlabourforce,wehave

(4.1)

dE =E=X.
dt

It is easy to see that the above two differential equations can be rewritten in per
capita terms as

(4.2)
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k = s[q+(1-r)px] -px-nk (4.3)

.
e = X - ne (4.4)

Equations (4.3) and (4.4) constitute the dynamic system. An equilibrium is charac-. .
terized by k*, e* where k = e =O. For stability, the four partial derivatives are
readily obtained as .

ak = s.2fL + [s(1-r)-I]
ak ak

[X~ + P ax ]ak ak
-n (4.5)

ak = s.2fL + [s(l-r)-I]
ae ae

ae_ax
d1C - ak

[x~+paX]
ae ae

(4.6)

(4.7)

ae = E- - n.
ae ae (4.8)

It can be checkedthat ak < 0 and ae > O. Thesignsof ae and ak cannot
ak ak ae ae

be unambiguously determined and these have implications with respect to stability

of the model. For example, if ae > 0 and -2L < 0 such that -2L + ae > 0ae ae ak ae

and ak . ae - ak . ae > 0, then the system is unstable. Again, if aeak ae ae ak . ae. . .
and.2!£.. are such that ak . ae - ak . ae < 0, then the equilibrium isae ak ae ae ak
a saddle-point. Thus, the stability property of the FR model is only a possible case.
Since we shall be discussingpolicy measures, we shall consider situations which are
stable only. This includes the situation in which the system has a stable branch. Com-
parative static exercises in the presence of a saddle-point equilibrium have been per-
formed, among others, by Calvoand Rodriguez [4] and Obstfeld [8] with the perfect
foresight assumption underlying such calculations. We adopt the same assumption
here.

J

The evolution of the economy towards a steady state is shown in Figure 1.

Under different assumptions about ~= and g~ ' the equilibrium is either overall

stable, or is a saddle-point. Altogether six possible cases arise and the corresponding
phase diagramsare depicted in Figure 1.
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(a) (b)
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k
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e
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Fig. 1 Dynamicpaths of k and e where (k*, e*) is overallstable under different
conditions on the rates of change of k and e. These rates of changes are
evaluated at (k*, e*).

Fig. 1 Dynamic paths of k and e where (k*, e*) is a saddle-point under different
conditions on the rates of change of k and e.

(d) (e)
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k=O

/

'\., / l e

? -----/

';=0
1- / +J-

dk >0 de< 0dk >0 ..!Ii >0 de 'dede . de
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Figures 1a, 1band 1c show that the steady state is overallstable. A possibility
of cyclical convergence is shown in 1a and 1c. The trajectories the system may
follow in these cases are given by the lines drawn through Hand J. Suppose the
economy starts from H or J showing initial levelsof the capital intensity and percent-
age of the educated in the population. It is interesting how there are phases where
both k and e increase and where they both fall. In Figure la, as soon as the path
crosses E, overaccumulation of capital forces the rate of return on capital to fall,
hence discouraging capital investment. The resulting savingsare reallocated to human
capital formation and we observe an increase in e. As the path crossesMthe propor-
tion of educated to total population becomes so high that the resulting unemploy-
ment rate begins to show its effect in discouraging parents from educating their
children. So both k and e continue to drop. As the path falls below k=0, the rate

of return on capital exceeds the rate of return on education, causing investment in
capital and an eventual increase in k. Figure 1b shows monotonic convergence.

A possibility of a saddle-point equilibrium is shown in Figures Id, Ie and If.
Observe that the stable branch is downward sloping. Hence a point like G shows
overaccumulation of human capital, causing e to fall and k to rise. The opposite is
true for trajectories starting from I. The possibility of a saddle-point equilibrium as
shown in Figure Id arises from the following considerations. Compared with T, a
higher levelof e at G represents a higher unemployment rate. This causesa reduction
in demand for education and hence lowers p. The additional savingstranslate into
demand for capital goods, causing k to increase. On the production side, however,
a higher e implies a higher x and lower q. Then, being on a saddle branch implies
that the demand-induced expansion in the capital goods sector overcompensates
the contractionary forces operating on it. The reader can work out a similar reason-
ing for cases shown in Figures 1e and 1f. All the cases shown in Figure 1 bring out
the importance of the role of the rate of unemployment in the adjustment process.

It is clear that the effects of educational subsidies or changes in the saving

propensity on steady-state values of k and e will depend on whether the equilibrium
is a saddle-point or not. These results are derived below and summarised in Tables
A and B. On totally differentiating (4.3) and (4.4) at equilibrium characterized by

k =e = 0, we obtain

Table A

Overall Stable System

*In this situation the equilibrium is a saddle-point.

Table B

(k*, e* ) is a Saddle-Point

[

.lfL+ [s(1-T)-l]
{

x.212.-+ p k..
}

- n s.lfL+ [S(1-T) -1]
{

x~+ p . -2L

}] [

dk

]

ok ok ok oe oe oe

jJ~- ox- - n de
ok oe

=

[

- [ s 1;- + [S(1-T)-1] {p ~; +x} - spx ]:; .dT - [q+ (1-T)PX]dS

]
- ox ---5lE. d T

- op dr

*In this situation the system is stable overall.

(4.7)

dk > 0 de > 0* 41£<0, de <0 dk >0, de <0 dk < 0 de > 0
Then de ' de de de de de de ' de

dk - <0 ? ?
dT 1 2 3

de - ? ? ?
dT 4 5 6

dk - >0 >0 <O
dS 7 8 9

de - >0 >0 >0
ds 10 11 12

dk > 0 de > 0 dk <0, de <0* dk > 0 de < 0 dk < 0 de > 0Then de ' de de de de ' de - de ' de

dk <0 - ? ?
dT 1 2 3

de ? ? ?-
dT 4 5 6

dk >0 - <0 >0
ds 7 8 9

de <0 <0 <0-
ds 10 11 12
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Let us first consider the effects of educational subsidiesT, under the conditions

in Figure 1a. An increase in T reduces capital per head for any given level of e and
increases e for any given levelof k. A reduction in education costs increases the rate
of return from education and leads to a shift in demand and a consequent transfer
of resources from physical to human capital. In the new equilibrium, capital-
labour ratio unambiguously falls. But depending on the extent of the shift in the
e=0 schedule, the percentage of the educated will either rise or fall. It is a natural
outcome that an increase in educational subsidieswillreduce capital-deepening.Hence
it is indeed paradoxical that under the conditions stated in Figures 1b and 1c, capital-
deepening might take place with an increase in T. Giventhe structure of our model,
the reason is that an increase in such subsidies does not cause the education sector

to expand relative to the contraction in the capital goods sector. This relative ex-
pansion and contraction in the two sectors, again, crucially depends on the move-
ments in the unemployment rate which affects the demand for the two goods.

Under the conditions in Figure 1c, we get yet another paradoxical result that
an increase in the propensity to save decreases the capital-labour ratio. With an in-
crease in s, the k = 0 schedule shifts to the right. The e = 0 schedule, however,
remains unchanged. For any given level of e, the capital-labour ratio increases. This
expansion in the Q-sector causes the education sector to expand from the production
side. From the demand side, an increase in k reduces the rate of return to capital
and leads to a shift in the demand for education. Given the effects on p and the

assumptions on factor substitutability, k falls and e rises. Thus, it is the presence of
two assets and the resulting portfolio decision along with the substitutability condi-
tions in production that are responsible for such paradoxical results.

We have observed before, that growth affects costs of schooling. Hence, with
parametric shifts, the long-run movements in the unemployment rate depend on the
movements in k, e and p. For example, in the situation described in Figure 1c
an increase in the saving propensity generates strong forces to increase A. But the
final result depends on the associated movement inp.

Similar paradoxical results are stated in Table B where the steady state is a
saddle-point. The reader can now easily provide for himself the reasons for such
outcomes.

V. SUMMARYOF RESULTS

1. In a two-sector, three-input, two-asset model we get unusual Rybczynski
effects. An increase in capital per head keeps output of the Solow-goodunchanged
but increases the proportion of the newly educated to total population. An increase
in the educated/population ratio, however, decreases the output of the Solow-good
sector and increases the proportion of the newly educated to total population, all
without any factor intensity assumptions.
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2. Under certain conditions, educational subsidieswill increase the number of

the educated unemployed in the short run.
3. Since costs of schooling change with growth, the stability property of the

FR model cannot be regarded as a robust result.
4. We retain FR's paradoxical result that subsidies to education can raise

the proportion of the uneducated in the long run.
5. We obtain a further paradoxical result that under certain conditions, an

increase in the saving propensity will reduce both k and e. Thus a decrease in the
savingpropensity causes a deepening of both physical and human capital.

6. An increase in educational subsidies may lead to capital-deepening in

the long run.
7. An increase in educational subsidiesmay increase the long-run unemploy-

ment rate.
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Comments on

"Educated Unemployed, Educational Subsidies
and Growth"

In this paper, Datta Chaudhuri and Ali Khan tackle a problem vital for the
underdeveloped countries. They discuss the economic factors that go into the
decision whether education or direct employment is sought. In their extension of
the model of Findlay and Rodriguez they find some unusual substitution effects.
Their main results are that (a) a subsidy on education may lead to an increase in the
number of the educated unemployed in the short run; (b) it would lead to a rise in
the ratio of the uneducated to the educated in the long run; (c) an increase in the
savingpropensity may reduce the capital stock per capita; and (d) it may reduce the
ratio of the educated to the uneducated in the economy. Chaudhuri and Khan have
used various assumptions, both explicit and implicit, to arrive at these conclusions.
I would like to comment very briefly on some points concerned with mathematics
and then to discuss the underlying assumptions.

A slightly misleading use of partial derivatives on p. 6, after Eqs. (3.1) and
(3.2), needs to be mentioned. Whereasthese equations are for functions of two and
three variables in one sense, they have been used as implicit functions of one variable
only, we being treated as a separately given parameter. The problem with theequa-
tions as stated is that inversion of partial derivativesneed not maintain the sign of
the expression as it does for total derivatives,namely apia, # (aPrl. It should be
added that these conditions are not derived from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) but are require-
ments that the cost functions must satisfy.

Another problem in followingthe discussion is the derivation of Eqs. (3.6) and
(3.7) from Eqs. (3.3) to (3.5). Here the cost function is regarded as a function of
we as well. Then, using the minimality of cost functions we can replace

E IX by ac low and E IQ by ac law, etc.x x e q q e

Now, taking total differentials leads to the required result. Notice that in Eq. (3.7),
we should be replaced by we' Also, the statement that output in the Q-sector is
unaffected by change in the capital-labour ratio must be qualified by the requirement
that price and' the number of the educated divided by the total population be held
constant. This statement follows directly, then, from Eq. (3.6).
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Let us no.w co.meto. the assumptio.ns,given in the o.rder o.f increasing impo.r-
tance, which is the o.rderin which they will be discussed. They are: (a) the educatio.n
secto.r is less educatio.n-intensivethan the o.ther secto.rs; (b) that the educated are
mo.repro.ductivethan the uneducated; and (c) the uneducated are fully emplo.yed.

The first assumptio.n is mo.st unusual. In underdevelo.ped co.untries all that
go.es into. the educatio.n secto.r is educated peo.ple. There is virtually no. physical
capital invested. Mo.re accurately, there is negligible physical capital invested in
educatio.n co.mpared with the "educated" manpo.wer. Even in developed co.untries
I can no.t imagine any secto.rwhich is mo.reeducatio.n-intensivethan educatio.n. One
can certainly co.nceiveo.f such a situatio.n but it do.esno.t exist to. my kno.wledge.
This is the assumptio.nthat leads to.the expectatio.nthat educatio.nalsubsidiesco.uld
increase the number o.fthe educated unemplo.yed.

The seco.nd assumptio.n is very co.mmo.nlytaken. Ho.wever,it will really be
valid if educatio.n is useful o.r relevant. All to.o.o.ften the so.-called"educatio.n"
in the Third Wo.rldco.untries is no.t at all useful. The analysis wo.uld apply to.tech-
nical training in the sho.rt run and to. go.o.dgeneral educatio.n in the lo.ngrun. I will
sho.rtlyreturn to.this po.int.

The third assumptio.ngives a very o.dd situatio.n. The educated are unable to.
co.mpete fo.r the same jo.bswith the uneducated. Thus, educatio.nis regarded here as
a gamble to. o.btain higher wages o.r lo.sewagesalto.gether. Giventhis set-up, it is no.t
surprising that since the educated co.mpete amo.ngthemselves fo.r a limited number
o.f jo.bs, anything which increases the number o.f the educated also. increases the
number o.f the educated unemplo.yed. If, instead, we allo.wedfo.r co.mpetitio.nbe-
tween the educated and the uneducated, we wo.uld, presumably, o.btain the result
arrived at by Gary Fields that an increase in the supply o.f the educated wo.uld
increase the demand fo.r them and co.uld,hence, lead to. a reductio.n in the number
o.f the educated unemplo.yed. If educatio.n is so.und, this will surely ho.ld true.
Clearly, then, the last two.assumptio.nsare no.tentirely unrelated.

I wo.uldlike to. view the results o.fthe paper in a slightly different way. What
has been sho.wnis that if educatio.n is meaningful the supply o.fthe educated wo.uld
increase the demand fo.r them, but if it is no.t really relevant, subsidizing it wo.uld
lead to. an increase in the educated unemplo.yed. Viewed this way, the wo.rk o.f
Chaudhuri and Khan co.uld pro.vide an estimate o.f the eco.no.micutility o.f educa-
tio.n. A break-up o.f educatio.n into. two. secto.rs - technical training and general
educatio.n - co.uld pro.vide further insights. It wo.uldbe wo.rth while to. lo.o.kinto.
these aspects in mo.redetail.
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